Accessing ISA’s Compendium Project and Intelligence Studies Section Contributions

As of 24 April 2010, full text access to many evaluations of the Intelligence Studies and International Security Studies literatures has been provided free to all ISA members.

Published as International Studies Encyclopedia, the end product is an extensive set of evaluative literature reviews….assessments of the sufficiency of the existing literature on different subjects. These reviews also highlight areas of research that still need coverage; essentially, implicit research agendas for enterprising graduate students/scholars to fill in and get published to grow the body of knowledge in the field…

ISA’s Intelligence Studies Section identified 20 sub-topics within the field, and lined up authors to write peer-reviewed evaluations of the sufficiency of the literature on those topics. The published intelligence-related essays are listed below, with another 3 essays in progress for eventual publication in the online version, and 6 essays still available for authors to contribute…

All essays are available free to ISA members through a one-year trial access to the online version of ISA’s International Studies Encyclopedia. To access them:
(1) Login to MyISA at http://isanet.ccit.arizona.edu/myisa/ with your username and password
(2) Click on eJournal Access from the Quick Links menu on the right
(3) Click on the International Studies Compendium Project image.
(4) Search for “intelligence” and you will be able to pull up the full text of the essays below, or search for whatever other topics might be of interest…

See additional International Security Studies Section topics also listed below, for a sense of the topics covered and expertise of contributing authors.

If you have knowledge of the literature and would be interested in contributing to continued growth of the Encyclopedia, topics still available include: (a) Espionage; (b) Intelligence Ethics; (c) Intelligence Sources and Methods; (d) A Comparative View of Intelligence; (e) Intelligence Processes (ie. Intell Cycle); (f) The Study of Intelligence.

See below for intelligence and security studies table of contents. If you would like to volunteer to be an author or have any questions about the Project, please send questions to: spm8p@yahoo.com

Regards,
Stephen Marrin & Larry Lamanna
ISA/ISS Compendium Project Co-Chairs and Co-editors
Intelligence-Related Contributions to the International Studies Encyclopedia

Intelligence Studies (Overview Essay)
· Larry Lamanna and Stephen Marrin

Counterintelligence
· Hayden Peake

Covert Action
· Jennifer Kibbe

Diplomacy and Intelligence
· John Stempel

Intelligence and International Security
· Richard Aldrich

Intelligence and Terrorism
· Erik Dahl

Intelligence Cooperation
· Timothy Crawford

Intelligence Failure Theory
· Thomas Copeland

Intelligence in War
· John Ferris

Intelligence Analysis—Once Again
· Charles Mangio and Bonnie Wilkinson

Intelligence Oversight in the USA
· Cynthia Nolan

Pathologies of Intelligence Producer-Consumer Relations
· Joshua Rovner

Teaching Intelligence in the United States, the United Kingdom, and Canada
· William Spracher

United States Intelligence Cultures
· Hamilton Bean
International Security Studies to the International Studies Encyclopedia

Air Power
· Karl P. Mueller
Alliances and War
· Patricia A. Weitsman
The Causes of War
· Karen Ruth Adams
Civil–Military Relations
· Mackubin Thomas Owens
Civil Wars
· Stathis N. Kalyvas and Paul D. Kenny
Crisis Behavior: Miscalculation, Escalation, and Inadvertent War
· Janice Gross Stein
Critical Theory, Security, and Emancipation
· K.M. Fierke
Defining–Redefining Security
· Barry Buzan and Lene Hansen
Economic Sanctions and International Security
· David M. Rowe
Empire and Order in International Relations and Security Studies
· Tarak Barkawi
Energy and Security
· John S. Duffield
Environmental Security and Climate Change
· Simon Dalby
Ethics, Justice, and Security
· Anthony F. Lang, Jr
Failing States and Conflict
· Kimberly Marten
Feminist Security Studies
· Laura J. Shepherd
Gender and Global Security
· Valerie M. Hudson, R. Charli Carpenter, and Mary Caprioli
Human Security
· Edward Newman
Humanitarian Intervention and International Security
· Taylor B. Seybolt
Insurgency and Counterinsurgency
· David J. Betz
Intelligence and International Security
· Richard J. Aldrich
International Law and Armed Conflict
· Ward Thomas
Liberalism and Security
· John M. Owen IV